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FACT FILE
















Premiere of originals stage production There we have
been: September 2012 at Salders wells London
Renamed within her eyes April 2016
Within her eyes film launch: Feb 2016
Themes: Love, Loss, Dependency, loyalty, longing and
memory
Structure- 4 narrative sections
Style: contemporary and contact work
Explore  Create
a fact
Company :James Cousins Company
sheet/poster using
Choreographer: James Cousins
all the information
Dancers: Lisa Welham and Aaron Vickers
on this fact file.
Film director: SCRATCH
Ensure you state
what the
Photography director: David Foulkes
information is.
Composer: Seymour Milton
Costume: Katie Mcgoldrick
Lighting :Smoke and mirrors
Producers: Francesa Moseley (for JCC) and SCRATCH .

Starting points
1.

2.

3.

The choreography from the stage production
There We Have Been (2012) and the desire to
provide new perspectives of it.
Narrative and emotional themes of love, loss,
dependency and loyalty and the
development of a relationship.
The physical idea of keeping the female
dancer off the floor

Narrative

Explain Write out the themes and read the
narrative. Which parts of the story do each of the
themes link to ?

The story of a relationship were the characters are brought together under tragic
and unexpected circumstances
In their grief they find comfort in each other and gradually fall in love
The relationship is torn as the female grows distressed as she battles and reaches
for the past events whilst clinging to her present partner.
She realises she cant have her past back and the present will not replace it so she
gives up knowing no matter what happens they can never be together.

Intentions


Female leading

The female character is
grieving, torn between
her lost love and
present support. The
male character acts
apprehensively as he
doesn’t want to move
too soon and betray
their past. To portray
this, the female dancer
is very much in control
of the duet. She leads
and he carefully
follows, making sure he
is there for her every
step of the way. The
male dancer doesn’t
initiate or manipulate
until the final section.



Female never
touching the
floor

The dancers are always in
contact with the female
completely dependent
on the male throughout
the film. This creates a
unique vocabulary and
intense atmosphere,
making the viewer
wonder what the
consequences would be
if she were to ever be put
down. At times she drops
freely and willingly
towards the floor, at other
times reacts away from it.
It seems inevitable that at
some point he will no
longer be able to keep
her from it.



Opening and
closing
movement

The choreography
contrasts movements
that bring the female
dancer towards the
male dancer, folding
and wrapping in to him
to show her affection,
with movements that
reach and pull away,
highlighting the pull
towards her late lover.
The movement theme
aids the narrative and
intensifies the
physically, resulting in a
daring and intimate
work that aims to both
move audiences
emotionally and inspire
with its physicality.

Physical and Expressive Skills Worksheet
Explain what are physical and interpretive skills ?
Can you name some and provide descriptions ?

TASK: PEEL Paragraph
How does choreographer, James
Cousins, show the
stimulus/intention/narrative of his
work Within Her Eyes? Use examples
of Physical and Expressive Skills to
support this answer.

Evaluate – Purple Pen Work
 Peer

mark your partners work
 Include a WWW, EBI and S&S using the
below factors:
- Have they made a clear point?
- Have they given evidence to support their
point?
- Have they explained how the evidence
supports their point?
- Have they linked back to the question?
(Narrative, intention, stimulus?)

